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CONSUMER PROBLEMS OF THE LOW-INCOME
by
Dav id Caplovitz
National Opinion Resear ch Center
University of Chicago
The Pres ident's "war on poverty" h as focused the nation's attention
on the plight of the poor in our affluent society. We hear much today about
the causes of poverty, and t he reasons why substantial numbers of the population are unable to earn a decent living . Much l ess attention, however,
has been given to how the poor s pe nd what li tt l e money they do have: Until
recently, little attention was given to the poor as consumers, that i s, a s
people making major buying decisions in the marketplace. Thi s neg l ect fo l lowed from the reasonable, even though mistaken ass umption that since the
poor had little money to s pend, they could not po ssib l y be consumers of
costly merchandise .
That the poor are consumers of expen s ive commodities so that it is
meaningful to talk about their problems as consumers, is intimately connected
with that rapidly expanding Amer i can institut ion, the insta llment plan.
Through the mass media, Americans in all wa lks of life are bombarded with
messages to buy now and pay later . "Easy payments" and " No-money- down" are
the s logans luring even the poor into the market place.
Among the first to become aware of the problems encountered by lowincome consumers were the social workers . In the course of cop ing wi th
the traditional probl ems of their c lient s, the socia l workers came t o l earn
about a new kind of problem of the poor: the i r hope les s en tanglement in
installment debt .
Three Settlement Houses in New York City became so a l armed by the troubles that their neighbors were having as consumers, that they became convinced
tha t little could be done to i mpr ove the lot of t hese families until something was done about their consumer prob l ems . In 1960 these sett l ement s
s pon sored a survey o f the consumption patterns of their ne i ghbor s as a prelude to the development of a program of action . The results of that s urvey
have since been published in a book e n t i t l e d, The Poor Pay More .
At the ri sk of boring some of you who may have r ead this book, I would
like to s pend the first part of t his talk describing the main finding s of
the study in New York . Fo llowing this review of the s tudy, I wi ll consider
some of the gaps in our knowledge of low-income consumers--questions l eft
unanswered by the New York s tudy which should be taken into account in fur the r
r esearch efforts. Finally, I will try to address my self to the question
that i s probably foremost in the minds of many of you here today, and t~at
is, wha't can be done about the problems of low-income consume rs? What programs of action seem· at this point to be most fruitful?
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Low-Income Consumers

The research in New York was based primari l y on structured interviews
with a representative samp l e of 464 fami l ies living in four l ow-income
housing projects near the sponsoring se tt lements. Two of these projects
were located on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, and two in the East Har l em
section. Although most of our attention was given to the consumers, we did
not i gnore the merchants. More informal interviews were conducted wi th
some of the many merchants of f urniture and appliances in these ne i ghborhoods in order to l earn their views of the marketing situation.
The median income of the families we interviewed was about $3,300
in 1960, the year of the study. Some 15 per cent were receiving welfare
assistance . These families exhibited many of the characteristics associa t e d with poverty. Most of the families were members of racial or ethnic
minorities: 45 per cent were Puerto Rican, 30 per cent Negro and 25 per
cent white, exclusive of Puerto Ricans . Relatively few, only 17 per cent,
were natives of the city. The rest were migrants, generally from the South
or from Puerto Rico . Their educational l evel was quite low . Only 17 per
cent of the family heads had comp l eted high school and about half did not
continue their education beyond grade school. The families had two characteristics which previous studies had shown are closely associated with
consumer activity: they were in the early stages of the life cycle and
they were relatively large in size . More than half of the family heads
were under 40 years of age . And some 40 per cent of the families had five
or more members .
Their place of origin, their ethnicity, their low educationa l level,
all suggest that these consumers are products of more traditionalistic
cultures, poorly trained in the ways of urban, bureaucratic society. As
we shall see, this fact underlie s many of their problems as consumers .
In summariz i ng the main findings of the survey, I wil l first describe
the consumer practices we found to be characteristic of the families . I
will then try to give you a picture of the special marketing system that
has evolved in the low-income sections of our cities in response to the
dis tinctive needs of these consumers and the merchants who provide them
with the goods they want.
Consumer Practices of The Poor
In spite of their poor economic position and poor credit status, most
of the families were active as consumers of major durables . For example:
--Ninety-five per cent owned at least one television
se t (five per cent owned more than one) .
--More than three in every five owned a phonograph.
--More than two in every five owned a sewing machine.
--More than two in every five owned an automatic
washing machine .
--More than a quarter owned a vacuum c l eaner .
--One in every seven fami lies owned an automobile .
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Most of the families had moved into public hous i ng during the fiveyear period preced ing the study, and most of them had bought a good dea l
of furniture in tha t period. The typical family bought sets of furniture
for at l eas t two rooms when it moved into the pro j ect and had spen t approximately $500. Some 16 per cent had paid more than $1,000 for furniture
bought at the time of the move . The overwhe lm ing majority of these fami lies
purchas ed new rather than used durable goods . Eighty per cent , for example,
bought only new furniture; another eight per cen t bough t mainly new furniture, l e av ing only 12 per cent who bought wholly or primari l y use d furniture .
The prices they paid for appliances were quite high . Forty per cent
paid more than $300 for their TV set and 13 per cent paid more than $400 .
A number of families owned expensive combination t e l evision and ph onograph
sets and one f amily reported paying $900 for such an appliance .
It is not surprising that these r e lative l y l arge families with incomes
averaging only $3,300 re lied he avily on insta llment cred it when making s uch
expensive purchases . Approximate l y two-thirds of t he appl iances owned by
the families were bought on credit and 80 per cent had used credit to buy
at least some of their major durables .
This dependence on credit accounts, in p art, for another fact about
their consumer habit s, their narrow scope of shopping. Hardly any shoppe d
for major durables in the downtown depar tment stores and discount houses.
They went instead to the loca l s tores and to a ppliance chain s tores that
adverti se " easy credit" plans .
Symbolic of their narrow shopping scope is a consumer practice that
we found to be quite frequent in the sample, buying from door-to-door
peddlers, the me n wi t h the traditiona l slogan of "a dollar down, a dollar
a week. " These "customer peddlers," as they are called, were prevalent
several generations a go when large numbers of European immigrants were
arriving in thi s country a nd they are again thriving today, finding customers among the more recent migrants from the rural South and Puerto Rico .
Fully half the families we interviewed had made at l east one credit
purchase from these door- to -door sal esmen, and more than a third had made
repeated purchases . Mos t families regretted buy ing this way when they
d iscovered they were paying exorbitant prices . But s ome, approximately 20
per cent, have had rather continuous r e lat ionsh ips with peddle rs, whom
they have come to re gard as almost a friend . The peddler serves as a purchasing agent for these fami lies, ge tting them practically anything they
need. Unlike most of the loca l merchant s and the more bureaucratic s tore s
that offer credit, mos t o f the peddler s do not use installment contracts.
The exceptions are outdoor salesmen for lar ge firms spec ializing in a
particular commodity s uch as encyclopedi as or pots and pans . These me n are
not intereste d in building up a clientele . Once the contract is signed,
this kind of salesman gives the customer a coupon book with instructions
for mailing monthly payments, and then he disappears . But the more u sual
peddler is the man in business for himself, hoping to estab lish permanent
relationships wi th his customers . His credit is of a more traditional kind .
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When payments are late or less than the specified amount, he does not add
on service charges. This flexibility is appreciated by the customers and
explains why some continue to buy from peddlers even though they know they
pay much more than they would at a store.
In view of the lar ge amount of credit buying in this group, it comes
as no surprise that the majority, more than 60 per cent, had outstanding
debts. Their precarious financial position is indicated by the fact that
most had no savings at all to back up the ir debts . Only 27 per cent had at
least $100 in savings .
Consumer Problems
Their lack of shopping sophistfoation and their vulnerability to "easy
credit" would suggest that many low-income families encounter serious difficulties as consumers. The study found th is to be true . One in every five
had experienced lega l pressures because of missed payments. Their goods
were repossessed, their salaries were garnisheed or they were threatened with
garnishments. Many of the families in this position had heavy credit obligations that reached crisis proportions when their income was suddenly reduced
through illness or unemployment . The following account given by a 27-yearold Negro husband is typical:
"I first bought a bedroom set. I still owed money on it when I wanted
a living room set . I went back to the store and bought the living room set
on credit. At that time I was working and making good money. That was two
years ago. Six months ago I got sick and stopped working. And so I couldn't
pay any more. When I got sick, I still owed $288 . Last week they sent a
summons saying I have to pay $440 not $288. We have to pay, but what I'm
going to do is pay the $288, not the $440. 11
Like many of these consumers, this young man d id not understand that
he is liable for the interest on his debt as well as court costs and legal
fees.
Inability to maintain payments was not the only problem these consumers
encountered . The merchant's failure to live up to his obligations created
difficulties for a much larger proportion, some 40 per cent. This group
includes families who were seduced by "bait advertising" and high-pressure
salesmen into buying much more expensive merchandise than they had intended,
families who were given erroneous information about the costs of their purchases, and families who were sold as new, merchandise that had been reconditioned .
These two kinds of problems, legal difficulties resulting from missed
payments and exploitation by merchants, are not always independent of each
other. Some families capable of maintaining payments stopped paying when
they discovered that they had been cheated. But instead of gaining retribution, they were more often than not subjected to legal sanctions brought
upon them by the merchant . This process can be seen in the experience of
a 28-year-old Puerto Rican man:
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"I bought a set of pots and pans from a door-to- door salesman. They
were of very poor quality and I wanted to give them back but they wouldn't
take them. I stopped paying and told them to change them or take them
back. I refused to pay. They started bothering me at every job I had.
Then they wrote to my current job and my boss is taking $6 weekl y from my
pay and sending it to pay this . "
It is not clear from his account whether he had lost some of his pre-·
vious jobs because of the efforts to garnishee his salary; this does happen
with some frequency . Many employers simply will not be bothered with garnishments and do not hesitate to fire workers whose salaries are attached .
As the previous incident suggests, the laws regulating installment
sales unwittingly act in favor of the merchants simply because these
traditionalistic consumers have little understanding of their legal rights
and how to exercise them. By taking matters into their own hands and
stopping payments on faulty merchandise, they only bring additional troubles
upon themselves .
There is another aspect to thi s unwitting result of the legal structure .
The merchants who offer " easy credit" have the legal right to sell their
contracts at a discount to a finance company. Many low-income consumers
do not understand this procedure. They mistakenly believe that the merchant
has gone out of business and assume that nothing can be done about their
problem. The practice of selling contracts to c~edit agencies thus, often
has the consequence of absolving the merchant of his responsibilities to the
consumer, not because the law gives him this right, but because the consumer
does not understand what has happened .
In keeping with their inadequacies as consumers in a bureaucratic
society, most of these families had no idea what they could do about their
consumer problems . When asked directly where they would go for help if
they found themselves being cheated by a merchant, some 64 per cent said
they did not know . They could not name any of the community agencies
equipped to deal with these problems, such as the Legal Aid Society, the
State Banking and Finance Department, the Small Claims Court, or the Better
Business Bureau. The Better Business Bureau was the agency most often
cited by the minority who had some idea where they could go for professional
help.
In presenting this picture of buying patterns among low-income families,
I have said nothing about variations withi~ this group . These consumers
are by no means of a piece. Their shopping practices are affected by various social characteristics apart from income . For example, the most active
consumers, those who rely most on credit, and those who experience the most
consumer problems tend to be the Puerto Ricans and Negroes rather than the
whites, the relatively large families in each ethnic group and the young
families. The education of the household head is closely associated with
scope of shopping and knowledge of community agencies . In contrast to the
majority who did not finish high school, the minority who did complete high
school were much more likely to shop in the large downtown stores and were
much more aware of sources of professional help for consumer problems .
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The Low-Income Marketing System
Looking at the marke ting relationship from the side of the merchant,
we can ask: how i s it possib le for the many furniture and appliance stores
located in lower class neighborhoods to extend cred i t to these re l a tive l y
poor risks?
One way in which the merch ant s protect themselves is to have unusual l y
high markups on their merchandise . In this s pecia l system of sales-andcredit, cheap good s are so ld at prices that in the larger marke t place are
commanded by high qua lity merchandise . In East Harlem, one of the areas
studied, the merchant s use a number system to pri ce their goods, referring
to "one number, " " two number " and "three number" items . Each number stands
for a 100 per cent markup over the who l esa l e price . For example, a TV set
that costs the merchant $100 and i s so ld for $300 is a "two number" item.
According to a former bookkeeper in s uch a stor e, the merchandise in East
Harlem is never sold for l ess than one number and often f or more . Another
sign of an unusual pricing sys t em in these stores i s the absence of price
tags, signifying that prices are not standardize d ; t here are hardly any
"one price" stores in low-income neighborhoods .
But the high markup does not in itself insure that the business wi ll
be profitable . No ma tter what he charges, the merchant can s tay in business
only if he r eceives payments from his customers . The assumptions of any
credit system--the customer ' s intent ions and abi lity to pay--cannot be
taken for granted i n this market .
To some extent the merchant can count on l ega l controls over his customers. But these often prove inadequate s ince many of the customers are
employed only irregularly and othe rs depend on we l fare . Fur thermore, the
merchant who frequent ly resorts to lega l contro l s is like l y t o lose good
will in the neighborhood . For this reason, the merchants interviewed were
reluctant t o make extensive use of their right to sue defaul t ing c ustomers .
Thus, in addition to formal controls, the merchants depend heavi ly on
informal, pe r sona l controls over their c ustomers . The merchants reported
tha t they operate their credit business on a " fifteen-month year, " anticipating that their customers wi ll miss about one in ever y four payments . Thi s
is cons idered a normal part of the business and t he merchants take it into
account when they compute the markup .
Many merchants adopt the me thods of the customer peddlers, employing
their own canvassers who visit the fami l ies in their homes, both to collect
payme nt s and to se ll additional merchandise . As part of the informal system
of control, the merchants encourage weekly payment plans with the c ustomer
br ing ing the payment to the store. This continuous contact enab l es the mer chant to get to know his customer. He l earns when the customer r eceives
hi s pay check; when his rent is due; when job layoffs, illnesse s, and other
emer gencies occur; in short, he gathers a ll kinds o f information that a llows
him to interpret the reasons for a missed payment. Since the customer comes
to the s tore with hi s payments, the merchant is ready to make another sa l e
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when the first is almost paid for . As a result, many customers are continuously in debt to the merchant in a pattern reminiscent of the relationship
between the sharecropper and the company store . We might almost call these
traditionalistic consumers in our cities "urban sharecroppers . "
Various devices are employed in this marketing system for sifting and
sorting the consumers according to their risk and matching them with merchants wi lling to extend them credit. For examp l e, when a merchant finds
himself with a customer he considers to be too great a risk for him, he
does not send the customer away . Instead he directs him to a merchant with
a less conservative credit policy. The peddlers also steer their customers
to local merchants . When their customers request major appliances that they
do not handle themselves, the peddlers will refer them to an appropriate
merchant who is ready to extend them credit. The referring merchants and
peddlers receive a commission for their service, another factor affecting
the final sa l es price .
It should be noted that the marketing system that I have described is
not only different from the more formal, bureaucratic market; it is in many
respects a deviant system in which unethical practices, such as bait advertising, and illegal practices, such as the sal e of used merchandise as new,
are commonplace. And yet this system, with its obvious exploitative practices, is able to persist, I suspect, because it performs important social
functions . In a society in which consumption is not only a matter of obtaining material conveniences, but also a means of gaining self-respect
and winning the respect of others, this marketing system makes consumers of
people who fail to meet the requirements of the more legitimate economy .
Even the welfare family is able to consume in much the same manner as its
social peers who happen not to be on welfare .
Satisfying the wants of poor credit risks is not the only function of
this marketing system. Another is to make the traditional consumer, who is
apt to be intimidated by the impersonality that pervades the large downtown stores, fee l more at home . The local merchants are expert at personalizing their services . Many quickly establish a first-name relationship with
their customers . Also, the local merchants now employ Puerto Rican salesmen in order to better serve the many Spanish speaking migrants in these
areas.
Areas for Further Research
Having told you about some of the things that we l e arned in the New
York study, l et me now tell you about some of the things that we did not
learn--a t least, to my satisfaction--gaps which I hope will be filled by
subsequent research in this area.
The New York study, as reported in The Poor Pay More, does a pretty
good job of documenting the behavior of low-income consumers, the what,
where and how of their patterns of consumption. But it does a much l ess
adequate job of documenting the why of their patterns of consumption, that
is, the motivations, attitudes and beliefs of low-income consumers .
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A basic hypothesis, that is by no means proven in The Poor Pay More,
is captured by the notion of "compensatory consumption. " By this phrase
I mean that the poor turn to consumption not simply for utilitarian reasons
but also for symbolic reasons--to compensate for their low social status.
With little opportunity to improve their social standing through educational and occupational achievement, the poor turn to the arena of consumption as one of the few spheres in which they can make some progress toward
the American dream of success . In keeping with the notion of compensatory
consumption is the fact that the people we interviewed preferred new rather
than used durable goods and the expensive rather than the inexpensive
models of appliances .
But compensatory consumption--consuming in order to achieve socia l
status--is only one of severa l reasons offered in the book for the buying
patterns of the poor . A second is the simple factor of need . Large families
need more furniture and can make good use of such labor saving appliances
as washing machine s . Still a third factor under l ying the heavy consumption
and subsequent credit problems of many of these families is their vulnerability to unscrupulous salesmen. According to this view, the poor often
end up buying goods that they have no intention of buying; they are tricked
or pressured into buying even though they do not want the goods and cannot
afford them. We certainly found a number of examples of such undesired
purchase s but it remains for future studies to determine, in a systematic
way, their frequenc y.
I am convinced that all three reasons play a part in the buying patterns of the poor, the utilitarian motive, their desire for status, and
their vulnerability to exp loitation . But from the viewpoint of planning
programs of action it is important to find out how much weight should be
given to each of these r easons .
Just as we need to l earn more about why the po or buy the things they
do, so we need to know more about why they shop where they do . A basic
thesis of the New York study is that the poor deal with peddlers and
neighborhood merchant s rather than downtown stores not simply because they
are ignorant of the downtown stores, but also because they are afraid of
them. The large, impersonal stores, I suspect, are apt to make these
traditionalistic consumers fe e l uncomfortable. Again, I only offer this
as a hypothesis without proving it. What we need is research on the images
that the poor consumers have of the downtown stores, and perhaps, equally
important, we should find out more about the images that the different
kinds of merchants have of the poor . It is readily apparent why such
knowledge would be important for planning an action program. If there is
any merit to the intimidation hypothesis, then merely pointing out to the
poor that they can get better bargains in the downtown stores, may not
have much effect on their shopping habits (assuming that they could get
credit in the more bureaucratic stores) .
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Apart from the need for more data on the subjective aspects of the
consumption of the poor--the values, attitudes and beliefs underlying their
behavior as consumers--I would like to see more attention paid to the consequences of the problems they encounter as consumers . For examp l e, we encountered some families in which the wage-earner had lost his job becaus e
his boss would not be bothered with garnishmen t s . How many low-income
families have had this experience? Since credit prob l ems can l ead to the
loss of jobs, to what extent do such problems lead to poverty rather than
result from poverty? I think it wou l d be extremely valuable to do a survey
of peop l e who have been subjected to garnishments. It wou ld be important
to know the processes l eading up to the garnishment, for example, the proportion that result from unintended purchases, from the consumer stopping
payments on faulty merchandise, and from the consumer's simply overextending
himself. Equally important would be tracing out of the consequences of the
garnishment, for example, the los s of jobs, and further reduction of income.
The consequences of the consumer problems of the poor might also be
fruitfully studied in the area of family life. Such research might well
consider whether debt entang l ements contribute to marital tensions, separations and divorces .
The Possibilities for Action
Were the answers to the research questions that I have raised available
now, I wou ld feel much more secure in approaching the third and final theme
of this paper, the possibilities for action in dealing with the consumer
problems of the poor. I should caution you that my thoughts on this important theme are at best provisional and that I do not have any quick solutions
to offer.
I suspect that alleviating the consumer problems of the poor will require action on many fronts, not only consumer e ducation, but also the
creation of new institutional arrangements which provide the poor with
meaningful alternatives to their present practices and also the modification
of the marketing system through better l egislation in the fie ld of consumer
credit and better e nforcement of the present laws.
Since the Council on Consumer Information is committed to the idea of
consumer education, let me begin with a consideration of the possibilities
for an educational program directed at l ow-income consumers . The first
question that might be raised is what aspects of the consumer practices of
the poor might be modified through educa tional campaigns .
If the motive to buy that I refer to as " compensatory consumption" is
as strong as I suspect, then I do not think that much progress can be made
in trying to persuade the poor not to buy; that is, to postpone their gratifications . Similarly, I do not think that it wi ll be easy to persuade the
poor to forego the use of credit when buying durables, for without credit
most of these families wou ld not be able to get the goods they want. The
idea of s aving and buying only for cash is increasingly difficult for middle
c l ass people who are more familiar with the principles of budgeting and
a lthough I cou ld be wrong, I don't think the "buy for cash" idea will make
much headway in the low-income group.
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The prospects for education are perhaps greater when it comes to modifying the typical shopping patterns of the poor . It may well be that more
of the poor would patronize the bargain centers if only they knew about
them and perhaps even more would shop in the downtown stores if they knew
that they would be welcome there .
An extremely useful educationa l campaign would be one that seeks to
inform the poor of what they can do when they encount er a consumer problem.
I find it particularly pathetic that the great majority of the families
we interviewed had no idea where they could turn for help when they encountered a consumer problem.
Apart from the question of the kinds of messages that should be directed
at the poor in an educational campaign, is the question of how the messages
can be most effective l y communicated. I suspect that impersonal media of
communication, particularly written messages, are not apt to have much impact. Much more effective would be interpersonal channels of communication- informal, face-to-face contacts between these consumers and the people trying
to help them . As I suggest in my book, it might not be a bad idea for the
people trying to help these consumers to emulate the customer peddlers to
the extent of visiting these families in their homes .
My hunch is that educationa l campaigns will be most effective if they
are carried out in the framework of a gencies of help readily available to
the poor . There is a need for neighborhood consumer clinics, where the
poor can come for advice about their problems . These consumer clinics
should provide the services of legal experts as wel l as consumer experts.
In at least one city that I know of, a program of action directed at the
problems of the inner city residents has developed the idea of the "neighborhood lawyer . " Teams comprised of social workers and lawyers have been
established in the low-income neighborhoods of this city, to render free
services to the residents . *
The neighborhood is not the only place where agencies of help mi ght
be located . Another is the place of work, particularly the large corporation employing many working class people . In virtua lly every large company
today, a substantial number of wage earners are having deductions made from
their pay checks to pay off their installment debts . These garnishments
are costly for both the worker and the company alike. Before a garnishment
is honored by a company, it must first have its legal staff check up on its
validity. The cost of this legal service and the cost of the paper work
involved in the garnishment add up to substantia l sums in the course of a
year . It is clearly in the interest of the corporation to educate its
workers as consumers and protect their legal rights, and yet to my knowledge
the only corporation in America that has made some effort in this d i rection
is Inland Steel of Chicago . Several years ago, Inland Steel establ ished
the post of Garnishment Administrator, a position occupied by a woman who
is probably known to many of you, Mrs . Dorothy Lascoe . Mrs . Lascoe has
~·~I am referring to the Neighborhood Social-Legal Program established
by Community Progress Inc . of New Haven, Connecticut .
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saved Inland Steel and its employees vast sums of money through the simple
expedient of keeping tabs on the garnishments and halting payments when the
debts were paid. In the past it had been the practice of the creditors to
c lai m more than was legally owed to them and deductions would continue to
be made long after the debt had been paid. Not only did Mrs . Lascoe save
Inland's workers considerable money by preventing them from being cheated,
but she provided many of them with advice and help when they encountered
difficulties as consumers. Many workers came to view her as their consumer
counselor and lawyer.
I think the plight of many low- income consumers would be helped immeasurably if the large corporations could be persuaded to undertake programs
of consumer education and protection for their workers, rather than firing
the workers who are garnisheed as many companies now do .
In closing, let me share with you what is no doubt a Utopian solution
to the consumer problems of the poor; one that I present somewhat facetiously .
This is simply to give the poor the consumer goods they want . The day may
never come when certain durable goods will be considered rights of man, in
the same way that man in our society now has the right to an education, to
security in his old age, to decent housing and hopefully, soon, to medical
care . Furniture, phonographs and t e levision sets appear to be poorly qualified for such lofty status . But it must be remembered that not long ago
the American citizen did not have the rights he now enjoys . It was only
when society recognized the severe social, psychological and economic costs
of not meeting these needs of its citizens that these became established as
rights of men . The day may yet come then, when society discovers that the
costs of the present system of obtaining certain durables are too grea t and
that it is in its interest to make some of these also rights of man .
CONSUMER PROBLEMS OF THE LOW- INCOME
Reaction to David Caplovitz' Background Paper
by
Lydia Strong
Director, Group Services
Consumers Union of the U. S. A.
Consumers Union has been reacting to Dr. Caplovitz' study for the past
six months. One reaction was to make a s urvey of consumer education for
low-income families living in cities. Like everyone else, we had heard a
great deal about the " culture of poverty" --that poor people were apathetic
and hard to reach, that they were not interested in consumer e ducation,
that those who most needed help could not be helped . In one sense, that
last statement may be true . Where problems in buying are only a symptom
of deeper, patho l ogica l problems, con s umer education a lone won't be of
much he lp, whether the family is rich or poor.
But other things equal, we have found that poor people are more conscious than others of their difficulties as consumers . If they do nothing
about these difficulties, it's because they either don't know what to do,
or feel that there is no solution.

